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Why Bonds?
We are the 5* rated award-winning
estate agent bridging the gap between your
traditional high street agent and ‘not so personal’
national online agent.
Our aim is simple:
Combine local agent expertise, the highest
level of personalised customer service and
modern methods of online marketing to
reach the ideal buyers or tenants for your
home, without expensive upfront costs or fees.
Discover the true value of your home. Request an
accurate and FREE market appraisal or visit our
website bondsestateagent.com to use our
online valuation tool.

Sell your home
for less!
0.5% + VAT
sales fee.

Flexible
8am to 8pm
viewings,
7 days
a week.

No contract tie
in period.
No up front
costs.

Award-winning
service.
Modern online
marketing
methods.

For more information visit us at
bondsestateagent.com email us at info@bondsestateagent.com
or call us on 01491 598530

10 ways to increase the value of your
home before you sell.
At Bonds, getting the best possible price is top priority when it comes to selling your
home, but what are buyers really looking for when it comes to getting those top offers?
We’ve created a practical guide to help you prepare your home to sell, that will increase the
value of your home without breaking the bank.

1

Kerb appeal – up to 10%
Most people make their decision on a house within moments of arriving, so first
impressions really count. Ensure your entrance is welcoming and alluring to your
buyer to want to step inside or for online prospects to book a viewing.
• Clean up and even paint your front door and give any handles a shine.
• Mow the lawn, trim the bushes and weed the garden and pathway to make it look
presentable.
• Remove any rubbish and old plant pots and replace these with newly planted pots with
a few blooms.
• Fix any damaged brickwork, gates or paving.
• Hide any bins, bikes and other clutter out of site.
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A kitchen make-over – up to 6%
Unless a buyer can picture themselves perfectly in your current kitchen, this is usually
the first thing they will be looking to replace and will potentially want to hold back
budget to do this when they move in. Whilst you may not be able to afford a
brand-new kitchen there are some great ways to improve what you already have.
• Consider replacing the doors and handles to something light, fresh and modern and
integrating any appliances behind closed doors to give your kitchen a slicker look.
• Replace old light fittings with modern fixtures and ensure the electrics are in good order,
with no exposed wires or broken plugs.
• Clear your surfaces from pots and packaging and just have your essential kitchen
appliances on show.
• Have your oven and hobs professionally cleaned so that they are sparkling and
smell good!
• Give the walls a fresh lick of paint in a light neutral colour to remove any kitchen stains.
• For bonus points, put fresh bread in the oven to warm! Research shows this is the
number one favourite smell and most likely to create an emotive connection.
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Redecorate and declutter– up to 8%
Presentation is key to first impressions. Rooms with lots of furniture and excess
clutter can appear smaller in size and buyers may struggle to visualise how they would
use the space. Having a good clear out before you sell is not only therapeutic but also
reduces the amount you will have to do when you move, plus your buyers will
appreciate a tidy space.
Buyers prefer a neutral colour pallet which makes the house feel fresh, light and clean,
so consider giving your walls a fresh lick of paint, fill in any holes in the wall and give
doors and fittings a deep clean.
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Update the bathroom – up to 3-5%
A new bathroom will increase the value of your property but if your budget won’t
stretch to a whole new suite there is plenty you can do to update your existing one to
keep the price down.
29% of homes sold in 2019 had new bathrooms fitted, so this may be a good option if
you can get yourself a good deal.
• Consider replacing the fixtures and fittings, new shiny taps can give your bathroom
new life.
• If you are replacing sanitaryware keep the layout the same so that you don’t need to
relocate pipes, as this will increase your costs.
• De-scale and de-mould all sanitaryware and tiles, black unsightly marks are a real turn off.
Be sure to address any damp issues by removing affected areas, fixing the problem and
making good any damage that was caused.
• Repaint in a light neutral shade and replace any broken or dirty blinds and curtains from
the window.
• Deep clean your bathroom until it is fresh and hygienic, inspect for rogue hairs and
cosmetic residues.
• Remove any damp/smelly bathmats, towels or dressing gowns taking over the radiators
and doors.
• Remove old shower curtains and consider replacing with a simple glass screen.
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Garden – up to 15%
Buyers view a garden as having more usable living space and it should be styled as an
entertaining or relaxation area, not just an expanse of grass. Adding a patio or decking
can transform your garden into additional living space in better weather.
Or consider adding a summer house or garden office to provide additional functional
area.
Trim back overgrown trees and bushes and make sure patios are clear of weeds and
have had a power wash treatment to brighten them up. Add some potted plants with
a splash of colour if your beds are looking a little bare.
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Driveway – up to 5%
If your property is on a busy road adding off street parking can be extremely
valuable. If you have lawn space to the front of your home, you might consider
putting in a driveway instead that gives potential buyers ease of access and peace
of mind that parking will always be available.
You will not need planning permission if a new or replacement driveway of any size
uses permeable (or porous) surfacing which allows water to drain through, such
as gravel, permeable concrete block paving or porous asphalt, or if the rainwater is
directed to a lawn or border to drain naturally.
If the surface to be covered is more than five square metres planning permission will
be needed for laying traditional, impermeable driveways that do not provide for the
water to run to a permeable area.
Be sure to check with authorities before commencing any work.

Source: https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/200130/common_projects/44/patio_and_driveway
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Add space – 15% garage conversion
Extra square footage will increase the value of your home and converting your
garage could be a fantastic alternative to an extension.
Garages attached to properties can make great spaces for utility areas, offices or
playrooms and even if your garage is detached it can still make a useful studio
space with some careful layout planning.
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Make the living area open plan – 3 to 5% increase
People want to create space, so if you can’t stretch to extensions why not consider
opening up your existing living areas.
By knocking down a wall that separates your kitchen and living room or dining room
you can create a modern and sociable open plan room that will be a highlight of
your home.
Some internal walls are load bearing and therefore you will need to call in the
professionals, however many alterations can be a DIY job. Be sure to check with
an expert before you consider taking down walls.
Alternatively, you could consider a side or rear extension that opens an existing
kitchen into a larger space, which will add value to your home but can be time
consuming and expensive, and you may not want to move at all!
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Get planning permission – up to 10% increase
If your property has potential for development and expansion but you don’t want
to carry out the work yourself, it may be worth getting approved planning to
demonstrate the future potential value of your home.
A home with approved planning permission can reach higher value on the market and
if you can find yourself a good architect who will draw up plans and apply on
your behalf you may find it’s very worthwhile.
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Ask your agent for recommendations on
improvements and a valuation before and
after you begin.
Bonds Estate Agent sees many properties in your area and knows what buyers
are looking for. Before you sell your home request a market appraisal where one
of our experts will meet you at your property to get an accurate current value your
home and make recommendations on any improvement that will be worthwhile to
maximise the market value.

For more information visit us at bondsestateagent.com
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